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Rejection 
 

First, you humbly accept the rejection, you being rejected. 
If Truth is Realized by this, only then ‘you’ can reject the rejection as unTrue, not 

before. 
Your ‘failure’ (or lack of Insight) is that you immediately, from the beginning already 

start to reject the rejection. 
Then you miss the Point, the Truth. 
Only Truth – or the Conscious Whole – can reject, not you. 
When you as ego reject, you don’t accept Reality, you cannot Be(come) Reality and 

will always stay small – so much smaller than You Are. 
It is a Natural Part of Reality that you are rejected. You Should be rejected. It is 

Divine Nature to Humbly Allow this, already beyond yourself. 
‘You’ have to Learn that it’s not about you. Nothing is about you. You have to See, by 

accepting rejection, that you were deluded to believe once – or still – that it would be about 
you, about your being happy, having good feelings, about you being a moral someone, about 
you achieving something in society, or about you Seeing Truth or Reality, and so on. 

If you can Allow Open(ing) Heart somehow, the Truth will be shown that you were 
always already rejected. And your life is one big battle to not feel this thoroughly, to the very 
bottom, or even not at all. In this defence you reject being rejected. You are angry. All the 
time you have to prove that you are not being rejected or that you are worth not being 
rejected. 

If you live a humble life in Truth though you always Accept Reality. You don’t deny 
it or try to change, improve it. The reality of being rejected on earth – rejected for who You 
Are – is to be Felt, Cried and Openly Investigated. Even during crying you can already 
Investigate. You’re not some victim when you cry. Truth is never a victim. 

The sad thing is that you as well start to reject when you, as usual, cannot or didn’t 
Accept being rejected. 

Let yourself sink down in the natural pain of being rejected and thus fall on earth. Stop 
rejecting reality, you’re not that big. Basically You’re not that arrogant and you have a natural 
need to (finally) feel the pain of being rejected, to release the tension of holding on to the 
illusion that you wouldn’t be rejected. Every illusion makes you cramped. If you don’t Accept 
being rejected you start to function as an arrogant person, inherently, and not because of some 
lack or chosen attitude or personal characteristic or something. (Almost) everyone is arrogant, 
all the time. Your arrogance can be covered though by many many things that you learned, 
but it is there. And there is nothing that ego can do about it. Only Resting in Seeing – that is: 
Accepting – the fact of being rejected will dissolve arrogance, Seeing that people are not and 
were never Truly interested in you, not at all in fact. This is the Liberation. The show Stops 
finally. And you can start to Live, Consciously and you will Discover how Painful it is to 
Live on earth when you lead a truthful life. 
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When Truth is Being Lived, Impersonally, you naturally Reject the rejection – not (at 
all) because you’d be against rejection as part of earthly reality, but you start to Live as the 
Force that Kicks and Kills the Lie. One is not to try to use this Force beforehand, before it is 
Clear that you yourself exist as Lie. Ego cannot Cut. But it’s true, you don’t have to wait for 
Total Clarity either, as one can be switched, alternated between the Force of Ego and the 
Force of Truth – everything is Dual in the End. Still, the principle is to be Understood: First 
‘you’ Accept being rejected – a matter of being honest, about the rejection of your Natural 
Love-Impulse – and then You Reject. But in the latter case there is already no ‘you’ any more 
– at least not in the Moment of Rejecting the Lie, any lie coming on your way. In the End 
‘You’ Reject in Fact the earthly fact of (‘Your’) Truth being Rejected, You do not Reject 
(your) Ego being rejected. It is even so that You Beyond yourself Love your ego being 
rejected – even though it hurts. 

The Power of Rejection Manifests on earth, as ‘You’, when ‘You’ Allowed the earthly 
reality of being rejected. The earthly Truth appears to be Humbly Feeling the Pain of Truth 
being rejected here. It appears that in fact it was and is not you or You who were and are 
rejected, but Truth. And it’s up to Truth to Cry about this. It’s not about you. Your tears are 
still egoic if they are not Surrendered in Reality, in Truth Beyond you. 

In principle you can even theorize about this all without actually letting Yourself Be 
Touched by the Fact of being rejected (already). Your Whole Body registered the Fact of 
being rejected, but still you refuse – arrogantly – to (fully) acknowledge this. Here on earth 
You always had to adjust to the Lie. You think that is without consequences? That you still 
live ‘your’ Purity? You sacrificed ‘your’ Purity by not Taking the rejection. You became part 
of the Lie like this. Every forgotten tear ‘melted’ you into the Lie, in an unclear way, an 
inextricable complex construction. You started to reject by yourself, things, persons, 
situations, feelings that would be against ‘you’, against your feeling good. 

Your Heart was rejected, so you gave the forms. And you tried to believe in the forms, 
in the world of manipulation, of giving or creating such forms that you would not be rejected. 
But you never could believe in it, not really. 

Feel the rejection thoroughly, on the Deepest level, not half. Let yourself be Killed, by 
people who ‘humbly’ reject you, by the world, by society, by the Lie, by Truth. Don’t stand 
above it. Don’t try to save or protect what in the End and in Fact from the Beginning cannot 
be saved nor protected. Be the most rejected person of the world and Be Gone thus, Dissolve 
in Reality, in Truth, in the Whole. No self-pity at all. Just allow (Seeing-Feeling) the reality of 
being rejected. ‘Your’ self Needs to be rejected. Nothing wrong with it. It’s a Natural Process, 
Incarnating ‘Your’ Truth on earth into and as Body. 

And Then... Reject. Reject the Lie of not Seeing Reality, of denying being rejected, of 
the arrogance and stupidity of the self. Laugh the Ego in the face. Humbly laugh. 


